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VANDALISM DAMAGE 
September 14, 1987 

1987 
1987 

The morning o~ September 15, the East-to-West overhead connector 
~rom the Ship of Marco Polo to the junction of the north and south 
wal Is was found to have been damaged, probably by a vandal 
climbing over the Rodia wal 1 and applying loads to the overhead 
connector in gaining entry. Photograph #01 shows the overhead 
which has lost the mortar and decorations, exposing the steel 
rein~orcement stilI in place. Photograph #03 shows some of the 
mortar cover and decorations found under the overhead on tile patio 
at the east o~ the St1ip between the north and south wal Is. 
Photograph #14 shows the connector (center of photol and a 
North-to-South connector after the vandal ism. 

EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE 
October 1 and 4. 1987 

ShJ P of Mar_s;:_g __ pgj o 

Inspections on October I. 2. 6. and 9 revealed damage to the 
supe;struc~ure of tile spire and additional damage to the overhead 
connectors from the Ship to the wal Is. There is a possibi 1 ity that 
the earlier vandal ism had loosened the mortar. contributing to the 
subsequent losses during the earthquakes. 

The top two feet of the spire were found to have been tilted at a 
15 degree angle to the north a~ter the 5.5 earthquake which 
Followed the 6. I earthquake. Photograph #02 shows the spire top 
t i I ted (t.op of photo). 

A ten foot long crack was propagated in the patio floor in a ENE 
to WSW direction between the Center and West Towers by the 
earthquakes. Photograph #04 shows the crack running from the lower 
left corner o~ tl1e photo to the center near the black patio cover. 

The vertical column at the east end of the facade was severely 
cracked near the base by the earthquakes. Photograph #05 shows the 
r1or i zonta i and vert i ca I cracks at the bot.tom center oF tr1e photc. 

An existing crack at the juncture was widened by ~he earthquake. 
Photograph #06 shows the vertical crack. left center o~ the 
phot.o(~Jraph, left of t.r>e n? .. J,- entTy trH-ouqh tt-Je not- ti") >'fa l : . 
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The south and north external surfaces of the chimney show hairline 
vertical cracks as a result of the earthquakes. Photograph #15 
shows the noJ-·th face of the d1 i mney, 1- i ght side or photo, with a 
vertical crack near the intersection with the east face (with large 
hole). 

East Tower 

Existing smal I cracks in three vertical columns or the East Tower 
were widened and lengthened by the earthquakes. Photographs #07, 
#08, and #09 show these vertical cracks. 

The growth of these cracks beFore and after the earthquakes has 
been of considerable concern in the long-term conservation or the 
sculptures. These three columns were originally repaired in 1979 
and re-repaired in 1981 and 1985 by the OFfice or the State 
Architect (OSA). The surfaces were waterproofed on February 19, 
1985 after the most recent OSA repairs were made on this tower. 

Existing smal 1 cracks in vertical columns of the Center Tower were 
widened and lengthened by the earthquakes. Photograph #11 shows 
one such vertical crack. 

Existing cracks in a long, arched column in the Gazebo was widened 
by the earthquakes. Photograph #10 shows the 6-foot long crack 
running from the lower center (rear) to the upper left-center of 
t.t1e phot.o. 

The growth of this crack before and aFter the earthquakes has also 
been of considerable concern in the long-term conservation of the 
sculptures. The Gazebo was originally repaired in 1978 by the C1tv 
of Los Angeles contractor and re-reoaired in May 1985 by the 
Office of the State Architect (OSA). The surfaces were 
waterproofed in May 1985 after the most recent OSA repairs were 
made on this tower. Other cracks had developed before the 
earthquake and are also of concern. 

West Tow_er 

Existing small cracks in two vertical columns o~ the st Tower 
were widened and lengttlened by the earthquakes. Photographs #12, 
.:md # 13 show these hor i zonta I cracks. 
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